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Abstract

watermarking introduces some issues not present in image
watermarking. Among the various video watermarking pro

Embedding a digital watermark in an electronic docu

posed schemes, Dittmann et al.[2] have embedded in the ex

ment is proving to be a feasible solution for multimedia

tracted feature of a video stream, while P.W Chan et al. [I]

copyright protection and authentication purposes.

In the

have used the Discrete Wavelet Transform by embedding in

present paper we propose a new digital video watermarking

frequency coefficients of video frames. On the other hand

scheme based on Principal Component Analysis. We detect

Hien D Thai et al [4] were the first to introduce the PCA

the video shots based on informational content, and color

domain to gray-scale image watermarking.

similarities; we extract the key frames of each shot and

In a previous work [5] we embedded the watermark in the

each keyframe is composed ofthree color channels, and our

three color channels of a color fixed image. In the present

proposed algorithm allows us to embed a watermark in the

paper we tried to take advantage of the texture of video units

three color channels RGB ofan input video file. The prelim

to extract the key frames of the input video [6] [7]; frames

inary results show a high robustness against most common

can be considered as color images. In this paper we propose

video attacks, especially frame dropping, cropping and re

to embed an imperceptible watermark separately, into the

calling for a good perceptual quality. Keywords: Multime

three different RGB channels of the video frame. We used

dia protection, Video watermarking, PCA, Color channels.

the PCA transform to embed the watermark in each color
channel of each frame. The main advantage of this new ap
proach is that the same or multi-watermark can be embed
ded into the three color channels of the image in order to

1. Introduction

increase the robustness of the watermark. Furthermore, us

A picture is worth a thousand words. And yet, there are

many phenomena which are not adequately captured by a

ing PCA transform allows to choose the suitable significant
components into which to embed the watermark.

single static photo. The obvious alterative to static photog
raphy is video. The video becomes an important tool for the
entertainment and educational industry.

tertainment industry is losing billions of dollars every year

due to the new information marketplace where the digital
data can be duplicated and re-distributed at virtually no cost.
One possible solution to this problem is video watermark

ing. This involves the addition of an imperceptible and sta

tistically undetectable signature to video file content. The

embedded watermark should be resistant to common meth

ods of signal processing, and, at the same time, it should not
change the quality of the original video file.
Most of the proposed video watermarking schemes are
based on the techniques of image watermarking. But video
* Part of the work was presented at the Second International
Conference on Innovative Computing, Information and Control,

Kumamoto, Japan, September 2007.

2. Proposed algorithm

However the en

2.1. Video texture
Most of the existing effort has been devoted to the shotbased video analysis. However, in this work we will focus
on the frame-based video analysis.

Video: An unstructured data stream, consisting of a se
quence of video shots.

Scenes: Semantically related shots are merged in scenes.
Shots: Video units produced by one camera, and the shots
boundary detection is made using the key frames. Shot
boundary detection is important with respect to the trade
off between the accuracy and the speed in the reconstruc
tion phase.

Frames: It is one complete scanned image from a series of
video images; it is a static image.
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eigenvectors, and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.

Video fiUU?

rra)1
Sequences

(1)

where m* = E(F) are the mean vector of each sub-vector
fi , each sub-picture may now be transformed into uncorrelated coefficients by first finding the eigenvectors (basic
functions of transformation) and the corresponding eigen
values of the covariance matrix:

Scenes

Cx$ = Ax$

(2)

The basis function [p] is formed by the eigenvectors
* = (ei,e2,e3...en2) . Eigenvalues A(Ai > A2 > A3 >
..... > An2) and eignvector [ip] are sorted in descending
order. The matrix [p] is an orthogonal matrix called basis

Frame

function of PCA.

Task 3: Transform sub-frame into PCA component. The

Figure 1. A hierarchical video representation

PCA transform of sub-frame can be done by the inner prod
uct of the sub-frame with the basis functions. The original
frame F can be de-correlated by the basis function frame

In the present paper we decompose the video[Fig.l]

[(p], and we obtain Y by the following equation:

stream to sequences, then to scenes then to shots and then

we extract each frame in each shot, using key frame extrac

tion technique in [8] based on spatio-temporal features of
the shots; we embed the watermark in each key-frame for
robustness reasons.

The corresponding values are the principal components of
each sub-frame. Corresponding to each sub-frame, we can
embed the watermark into selected components of sub-

2.2. Principal Component Analysis
In digital image processing field, the PCA or also called

frame.

Task 4: To retrieve the watermarked frame, we perform the
inverse process using the following formula:

the KL transform, is considered as a linear transform

F = (*T)~1y

technique to convey most information about the image to
principal components.

In the present algorithm, we first

separate each frame to three color RGB channels, and
we separately apply the PCA transform to each of the

sub-frames before we proceed to the proper watermarking
process. In fact we need to extract the principal component

of sub pixels of each sub-frame by finding the PCA
transformation matrix.

(3)

2.3. Embedding process
In this work our encoding process consists of the follow
ing steps :

First step: An input video is split into audio and video
stream [Fig.2] and the video stream is represented by the

key-frame [Fig 1 ]. Each frame is considered as a color im
age separately.

Second step: In order to embed a watermark into a given
Each sub pixel is transformed by the PCA transfor

original color frame of size F(N, N), using the proposed

mation matrix [<p\. It is then of primary importance to find
the transformation matrix [cp], going through the following

technique, we have to separate the frame F(N, N) to three

process:

spectively, the three sub-frames:^(N, N), FG(N, N) and

Task 1:

For numerical implementation and convenience

we divide the frame F to a certain number of sub-frames.

RGB color channels: Red, Green and Blue.

We get, re

FB(JV,iV).[Fig3]

Third step: For each of the three sub-frames we apply PCA

We consider each sub-frame an independent vector (vec

transform. Each of the three color-banded frames Fr , Fq

tor of pixels). Thus, the frame data vector can be written

and Fb is separately subdivided to a certain number n of

as:F = (/i,/2,/3...,/m))Twhere the vector /< is the fth

sub-frames[Fig.3]. We can get PCA basis function for each

sub image, T denotes the transpose matrix, each sub-frame

of the sub-frames respectively: [$]#, [$]g, and [$]#. The

has n2 pixels, and each vector fo has n2 components.

principal components of each of Fr, Fq and Fb are com

Task 2: Calculate the covariance matrix Cx of sub-frame,

puted by the process discussed above through task 1 to task
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Figure 2. Video watermarking algorithm

PCA domain

3. We then have the three PCA coefficients : YR, YG> YBFourth step: Select the perceptually significant components

of each of the three coefficients, into which the watermark
will be inserted. In this algorithm, the watermark is a ran
dom signal that consists of a pseudo-random sequence of
length M, the values of w is a random real number with

a normal distribution, W = wi,w2...wm> We need then

to embed the watermark into the predefined components of
each PCA sub-block uncorrelated coefficients. The embed
ded coefficients were modified, for each sub-frame, by the
following equation:

{yt)w =

frames extraction process [Fig.l], and for each frame we
applied the correlation based detection. Three extracted wa
termarks are compared to other 1000 watermarks. Suppose
we received an image, and we need to confirm the positive
or negative presence of the original watermark in the water
marked image F*(iV, N). For F*{N,N) we apply step 1
and step 2 (as detailed in the encoding process). In conse

quence we get the PCA coefficient for each of Fr(JV, N),
F£(JV, N), F£(N, N), namely; Y£, Y£, Y%. The correla
tion formula used, for each sub-frame separately is:

(4)
M

where a is a strength parameter. Then we obtain yWR, ywc,

M

(6)

B

Fifth step: The three RGB watermarked color channels
are separately recovered by the inverse PCA process. (Task
4.)

Fw = ($T)"1yt,

(5)

3. Computer simulation
For an MPEG video of 15 minutes extract of the movie

And by superposing the three resulting color channels

"rush hour 2", of rate 30 frame/ second, and resolution

Fwr, FwG and FwB we retrieve the watermarked frame

640x480, we extract 98 color key frames. We randomly
generate an M=65536 length watermark . After extracting

FW(N,N).
Sixth step: We proceed to video reconstruction, by retriev

all the 98 color frames, we proceed to watermarking pro

ing first the video shots [7], we reintegrate the watermarked

cess as described in sub-section (2.3) with strength param

key frames in the order they originally were, and by us

eter a = 0.7, the watermarked frames were uploaded to

ing the Video/ audio merger tool, we reproduce the water

a video editor (Honestec Video Editor) for reintegration of

marked video file.

the key frames, Figure.5 shows an original and watermarked

2.4. Decoding process

complete paperversion.

frame number 19 as examples, more results to come in the
After applying the proposed watermark to the video
For recognition of the authenticity of the embedded wa

stream, the obtained watermarked and reconstructed video

termark, a watermark is detected through the process de

shows that there is no noticeable difference between the wa

scribed in [Fig.4]. The tested video stream is subjected to

termarked and the original video, which confirm the invis-
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Attack/class

A tested
video
,

Frames extraction
F (N.N)

A tested
frame

a

b

c

d

PSNR

83.2

72.0

76.0

83.0

Cropping

0.73

0.68

0.66

0.78

Rescaling

0.65

0.63

0.62

0.75

Frame dropping

0.91

-

-

-

Rotation

0.71

0.60

0.61

0.73

Median Filter

0.63

0.54

0.54

0.74

Table 2. Attacks and comparison with previ
ously developed schemes

PCA

coefficients
Detector resi
response

I

Calculate the
correlation value

(R, G, B)

age PSNR value is shown in Table 1). In order to test the
the robustness of our algorithm, a number of signal process
ing attacks were applied to the watermarked video stream

V
Original watermark W

ibility requirement in our watermarking method. (An aver

as described in section 2.4, and the system shows good re
1000 other watermarks

sults for watermark detection.

From Table 2 we can see

that for cropping, frame dropping and rotation attacks we

could easily detect the presence of the three watermarks in

Figure 4. Watermark detection process

the three color layers, and an overall watermark was cal
culated for comparison. As for both median filtering and

rescaling attacks, at least one of the three watermarks was
detected which demonstrates the effectiveness of the sys
tem. The overall watermark detection after attacks, using
Detection rate

Rw=0.67,Gw = 0.70,
Bw = 0.80

Frame PSNR(average)

83.2dB

Table 1. Average PSNR and detection rate for
watermarked frames

StirMark, are shown in Table 2 along with a comparison
with the video watermarking schemes previously proposed,

where:
(a)The proposed method: Color channels video watermark
ing based on PCA
(b)DWT- based watermarking scheme[l].
(c)Scene-based watermarking scheme,
(d)Visual-audio hybrid approach.

4. Conclusions
A new digital video watermarking technique is proposed

in this paper. The idea of embedding the watermark in the
three color channels of each key frame, was checked for ro

bustness by inserting it in each color channel while the PCA
based watermarking scheme allowed to select the appropri
ate PCA coefficients for embedding, and in fact we could
demonstrate that it is always possible to watermark a color
video file without affecting its perceptual quality.

Figure

5.

Original(left)

and

watermarked
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